Abstract. As typical safety-critical system, the trustworthiness of spacecraft has become a widespread concern. The evaluation of trustworthiness depends on the execution of spacecraft test cases, of which the adequacy is of great importance for the spacecraft to conduct effective assessment of trustworthiness. This paper focuses on the evaluation of the adequacy of spacecraft test cases based on mutation testing technique. Mutation testing theory is extended to spacecraft testing, and mapping between spacecraft faults and mutation operators is constructed. A virtual spacecraft testing platform is developed, on which the spacecraft fault injection strategy is given and test cases generated by IPOG algorithms are evaluated by adequacy, verifying the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
Introduction
As typical safety-critical system, system failure of spacecraft will cause property, life and other significant losses. The trustworthiness of spacecraft has become a widespread concern [1] . Trustworthiness is mainly evaluated and verified through the execution of spacecraft test cases. Therefore, the adequacy of the test cases is of great importance for the spacecraft to conduct effective assessment of trustworthiness.
The purpose of the test cases is to recover and to locate system errors. Therefore, error detection capability is a matter of primary concern in test case designation. The ultimate goal of the various evaluation criteria of test cases is to evaluate the adequacy of test cases, so as to improve the error detection ability. However, current research on test cases focuses mainly on the efficiency and size of the test cases, while less attention is paid to the adequacy of the test cases. Through studying relevant literature, it is found that mutation testing [2] is a very effective method to evaluate adequacy of test cases. Mutation testing is usually applied to the adequacy assessment of software test cases, but it cannot be directly applied to test cases evaluation of complex systems, such as spacecraft.
To resolve the problems above, evaluation of the adequacy of spacecraft test cases is studied based on mutation testing. First of all, mutation testing theory is extended to spacecraft testing, and the mapping between malfunction of spacecraft and mutation operators is built. Secondly, a virtual spacecraft testing platform is designed and implemented, on which the mutation operators are performed and fault injection strategy is given. At last, spacecraft test cases are generated by IPOG algorithms [3] . Finally, test cases are performed on the fault-injected virtual platforms and evaluated by adequacy.
Extension of Mutation Testing to Spacecraft Testing
The core idea of test case adequacy evaluation based on mutation testing is that, with man-made faults injected in the system and test cases being evaluated performed on the faulty system, the more faults are recovered by the test cases, the stronger the error detection capability of test cases are, which means the test cases is with higher quality and stronger adequacy.
Mutation testing is a fault-based software technique. The general principle underlying mutation testing is to generate faults which represent the mistakes that programmers often make [2] . These mistakes, or faults, are introduced by automatically generating variants of the code. Rules that defines the syntactic variation of the code is called mutation operators, resulting in fault versions which are called mutants [4] . Mutation testing will eventually provide a testing criterion called the "mutation score", which can be used to measure the adequacy of a test case. The mutation score is the ratio of the number of killed mutants over the total number of non-equivalent mutants [5] . The mutation score ranges from 0 to 1, and the higher the mutation score reaches, the stronger the test adequacy is. When the mutation score reaches 1, all faults can be recovered by the test case.
Extension of Mutation Testing's Hypotheses
The number of faults that exist in one system can be enormous, and it is impossible for the mutation operators to guarantee to generate all kinds of faults. Therefore, mutation testing merely targets on a subset of faults, which are expected to cover all kinds of faults. This theory is supported by two fundamental hypotheses: the Competent Programmer Hypothesis (CPH) [6] , [7] and Coupling Effect Hypothesis [7] . When mutation testing is applied to simulate faults of spacecraft, these hypotheses should be satisfied to ensure the effectiveness of simulation.
For the Competent Programmer Hypothesis, we need to assume that the overall design of the spacecraft is correct. Mutation testing focuses on the testing of implementation, while the evaluation of spacecraft design should be taken care of elsewhere in life cycle.
Coupling Effect Hypothesis is described as, complex faults are coupled to simple faults in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple faults in a program will detect a high percentage of the complex faults [8] . Similarly, spacecraft faults are classified into four kinds, including three unit fault and system fault, where the system fault is usually caused by the coupling of the first three [9] . Therefore, it is reasonable that the Coupling Effect Hypothesis is also worked in spacecraft testing.
To summarize, mutation testing is available for the testing of implementation of spacecraft, where the fault detection capability of spacecraft test cases are evaluated.
Mapping between Spacecraft Faults and Mutation Operators
When mutation operators are used to simulate spacecraft faults, a mapping should be built for further analysis. The experiment platform is developed based on C++, and 11 C++ operators are selected [10] , as shown in Table 1 . As suggested above, spacecraft faults are classified as sensor fault, control unit fault, actuator fault and system fault [9] . Control unit fault is exclued for it is usually caused by human factors. Sensor fault creates wrong data, as wrong parameters created in software. Actuator fault is attibuted to malfuntioning operating units, as incorrent operators in codes. And system fault is a coupling of sensor fault and actuator fault. Connecting the mutation operators and the spacecraft faults, the mapping is described as Figure 1 . Test equipment: forward instructions to specified spacecraft components and return the result Spacecraft under test: make the corresponding changes in state parameters according to the test instructions, and return the results of the execution. It should be noted that the virtual spacecraft consists of 19 components, each treated as a C++ object. These components have simulated the behaviors and parameters in the spacecraft with functions and attributes.
The overall structure of the virtual platform is as shown in Figure 2 . By setting up the virtual spacecraft testing platform, an experiment platform for mutation testing is provided, while the test efficiency has also been greatly improved.
Design of Spacecraft Fault Injection Strategy
Fault injection is performed through the mutation on the virtual platform. Meanwhile, in traditional mutation testing process, there is often a large number of mutants, leading to lower testing efficiency. Two mutant reduction techniques are used to reduce test execution in the experiment.
Selective Mutation: Mutation operators generate different numbers of mutants, and some mutation operators generate far more mutants than others, many of which may turn out to be redundant [11] . According to this theory, same amount of mutants generated by each mutation operator are extracted through random sampling.
Higher Order Mutation: Higher order mutant (HOM) are created by applying mutation operators more than once [12] . HOM contains several faults, so as to reduce several first order mutants into one. For each spacecraft mutant, each components within can be injected once. These co-existing faults will be detected through the parameter error of each component.
Combining the structure of the virtual spacecraft and two mutant reduction techniques, the spacecraft fault injection strategy is described as follows:
1) Each mutation operator corresponds to a mutant, which are 11 mutants in total.
2) For each spacecraft mutant, the corresponding mutation operator is applied to every components.
3) When there is several locations for the mutation operator to work with, choose one randomly. 4) Check and exclude equivalent mutants and syntax errors. 5) Eventually, there will be 11 spacecraft mutants, in which each component is injected ideally.
Experiment
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies, mutation is performed on the virtual spacecraft testing platform, on which three test cases generated from IPOG algorithms are executed and evaluated by test adequacy. IPOG algorithm is an automatic test case generation algorithm based on combinatorial testing [13] . System behaviors are treated as combinations of parameters. Numbers of parameters in a combination is referred as t, a measure of test strength. A test of strength t needs to ensure that every possible combination of parameters occurs at least once in test cases. Therefore, with the increase of t, test case will cover more combinations of parameters, which results in higher capability of fault detection and stronger adequacy. In this experiment, spacecraft instructions from digital management system are treated as parameters to generate test cases using IPOG, which are later evaluated by adequacy.
The development environment is Microsoft Visual Studio 2013, and operating system is Windows 7. Experiment results reported here are for a core Core(TM) Inter(R) i5-4570 processor clocked at 3.20GHZ and 4G memory.
Firstly, fault injection strategy is performed on the virtual spacecraft testing platform. Results of fault injection is shown in Table 2 . Secondly, test cases for digital management system are generated with IPOG algorithm, as shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , test strength of test cases ranges from 2 to 6. It is found that all the known faults are caused by interactions among 6 or fewer parameters [14] . With the increase of test strength, test adequacy will increase theoretically, and the size of test cases is also growing.
Test cases above are finally executed on each of spacecraft mutants. Analyzing the faults recovered by each test case, the adequacy of the test cases is shown in Table 4 , measured by mutation score. According to the results of evaluation, test cases has recovered more faults with the increase of test strength, which means the adequacy of the test cases has been significantly improved, as displayed in Figure 3 . The conclusion of the evaluation is in good agreement with the actual situation. It can be seen from the experimental results that test adequacy of test cases under different test strength differs on the virtual platform applied with the proposed fault injection strategy. The test adequacy evaluation strategy proposed in this paper can effectively evaluate test cases generated by the IPOG algorithm, and the evaluation result is in line with the actual situation.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an evaluation strategy of test case adequacy in spacecraft testing. Mutation testing theory is extended to spacecraft testing, and mapping between mutation operators and spacecraft faults is constructed. A virtual spacecraft testing platform is designed and implemented to simulate the actual spacecraft testing process, on which a fault injection strategy is given and applied. Finally, test cases generated from IPOG algorithm is executed and evaluated on the platform. The test results has distinguished the test adequacy of each test case under different test strength, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
